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Abstract In an increasingly competitive market, stakeholders of the television industry
strive to exploit all the possibilities to get revenues from advertising, but their practices are
usually at odds with the comfort of the TV viewers. This paper presents the proof of concept
of MiSPOT, a system that brings a non-invasive and fully personalized form of advertising
to Interactive Digital TV, targeting both domestic and mobile receivers. MiSPOT employs
semantic reasoning techniques to select advertisements suited to the preferences, interests
and needs of each individual viewer, and then relies on multimedia composition abilities to
blend the advertising material with the TV program he/she is viewing at any time. The adver-
tisements can be set to launch interactive commercials, thus enabling means for the provision
of t-commerce services. Evaluation experiments are described to show the technical viability
of the proposal, and also to gauge the opinions of end users. Questions about the potential
impact and exploitation of this new form of advertising are addressed too.

Keywords Interactive digital TV · Advertising · Product placement · Personalization ·
T-commerce

1 Introduction

Publicity is one of the sustaining pillars of the television industry. In an increasingly com-
petitive market, however, numerous studies point out a significant drop in the effectiveness
of the advertising techniques in use due to the limitations that stem from presenting the same
products to all the TV viewers in a way that interferes with their enjoyment of the audiovi-
sual contents. The most widely used technique has been the classical spot that consists of
temporarily interrupting the programs to insert advertisements. This practice has been often
criticized in the field of TV at home for disappointing the viewers (e.g. spoiling important
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Fig. 1 Temporally invasive advertising

Fig. 2 Spatially invasive advertising

action, like the scoring of a goal in Fig. 1) and for increasing zapping rates—thus, the adver-
tising contents do not reach the viewers, or do so with the background of a negative sensation
[21]. Besides, it seems clear that commercial breaks will not be welcome in the development
of mobile TV, since they would squander part of the limited time that people commonly
have (dead times at work, journeys in urban transport, etc.). Finally, the fact that spots can
be automatically skipped if the receivers are used as personal video recorders (PVRs) will
definitely contribute to casting this form of advertising aside in the medium term.

As a complement to the spot, the last few years have established a practice of occupying
the screen with advertising material without interrupting the TV programs, either laying the
advertisements directly over the programs (possibly with some transparency effect, as in
Fig. 2a) or pushing the programs to a smaller region of the screen (as in Fig. 2b). The inva-
siveness of this technique raises significant inconveniences, because the publicity may hide
relevant parts of the action (resulting in nuisance for the viewer), and displaying the programs
in a smaller region can severely hamper their viewing (especially in mobile devices, whose
screens are small themselves).

The prevailing method in non-invasive publicity is product placement, an approach that
consists in integrating the advertising material with the action on screen. One example would
be to place a given product over the table where the actors of a series have lunch (with the
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Fig. 3 Product placement

logo oriented towards the camera) or to arrange billboards around a soccer field as in Fig. 3.
Several market studies [18,36] have confirmed that product placement improves the viewers’
perception of publicity and reinforces brand images. However, since the advertisements are
introduced once and for all at production time, it suffers from lack of temporal and spatial
locality. For instance, it usually happens with internationally distributed movies that some
products are not sold in the regions where many viewers live (at least under the same brand).
Similarly, it is common for several-year-old contents that the products are no longer manu-
factured, that they have been rebranded, or that the advertiser has undergone an aesthetics
change.

As a common flaw, the current techniques achieve very limited targeting, because there
is no way to tailor the publicity to the interests and needs of individual viewers. This fea-
ture holds the key to turning advertising into a source of useful information, but research in
personalized advertising for TV has focused on invasive techniques thus far (see [20,24,39]).

In this paper, we present the proof of concept of MiSPOT, a system that harnesses recent
advances in Interactive Digital TV (IDTV) technologies to support a non-invasive and fully
personalized advertising model, following three basic steps:

– Broadcasting ad-free TV programs and advertising material separately.
– Identifying automatically the most suitable publicity according to the likings and interests

of each viewer.
– Merging the selected publicity with the action of the programs chosen by the viewer.

Our proposal can be called personalized and dynamic product placement, because targeted
advertisements blend with the action on screen at viewing time through local processing in
the IDTV receivers. Thus, we enjoy the benefits of a publicity that does not interfere with the
viewers’ perception of the TV programs, while solving the problems that arise from insert-
ing all the publicity at production time. Additionally, we enable means for the provision
of commercial services through the television (t-commerce), because it is possible to link
the publicity with interactive applications (i-spots) that let the viewers navigate for detailed
information about the advertised items, buy/hire them online, subscribe to the notification of
novelties, etc.1

The paper is organized as follows: first, Sect. 2 provides an overview of the technologies
involved with the MiSPOT system. This is later described in Sect. 3 with special attention
to the technical aspects of exploiting knowledge about viewers, TV programs, items and
advertising material to achieve personalization. Those aspects are illustrated in a sample
application scenario in Sect. 4. Section 5 gathers the results of preliminary experiments car-
ried out to assess the personalization quality we achieve and the technical feasibility of the

1 We shall generically talk about items to mean any products or services that may be advertised within the
TV programs (including other TV programs).
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proposed advertising model. Section 6 provides a discussion of its impact and viability in
the IDTV value chain. Finally, Sect. 7 presents the conclusions from this work and motivates
further research.

2 Technological landscape

The MiSPOT system brings together solutions from diverse areas of information and com-
munications technology:

– User modeling. For the purpose of identifying the most suitable publicity for each TV
viewer, it is necessary to handle profiles that capture his/her preferences, interests and
needs. Also, just because this information may vary with time, mechanisms are needed
to keep the profiles up-to-date by capturing new data and discarding obsolete knowledge.

– Characterization of items and multimedia contents. In order to consistently match the
action on screen with the publicity to be integrated with it, we have to manage suitable
thematic and situational characterizations of the TV programs. Similarly, the advertising
material must be annotated with metadata describing items and the media assets available
to publicize them: static images, audio fragments, 3D objects, i-spots, etc.

– Personalization. The ability to select the most suitable publicity for each viewer requires
an inference engine to automatically identify relationships between the information in
his/her user profile, the metadata linked to the programs, and the advertising material.

– Viewing-time manipulation of multimedia contents. Once the most suitable publicity has
been selected for merging with the TV programs, the goal of non-invasiveness requires
the IDTV receiver to blend the two parts using multimedia composition techniques.

– IDTV platforms. It is necessary to bear in mind the characteristics of the IDTV platforms
for domestic and mobile receivers, considering the technical aspects of the broadcast
networks and the return channels available.

2.1 Background in user modeling

There have been numerous proposals on how to build and maintain user profiles for a per-
sonalization system. As explained in the survey of Montaner et al. [28], this diversity stems
from the many types of data structures that may be employed to capture the knowledge avail-
able about a user, e.g. in the form of purchase histories (the most common in e-commerce),
web navigation or e-mail registries, feature vectors, semantic networks, associative networks,
decision trees, inducted rules, matrices of ratings or simply sets of demographic features. In
any case, the profiles can be filled in manually (i.e. having the user enter an explicit description
of his/her interests) [30] by means of training sets (i.e. asking the user to rate a representative
set of items) [1] or by selecting one from among various stereotypes that characterize the
average preferences or demographic features of different groups of people [22]. Then, there
is a question of what sources of information to exploit in order to capture the user’s interests
as they evolve over time. The possibilities to obtain such relevance feedback are: (i) to use
information given explicitly by the users (e.g. periodically asking the user to evaluate new
items through ratings or textual comments) [32] or (ii) to infer information from the users’
interaction with the system (e.g. observing the time spent on a web page, menu choices or
actions such as scrolling or enlarging windows) [5]. Many authors have proposed hybrid
approaches combining forms of explicit and implicit feedback [22]. Whichever the sources
considered, there exist many different ways to add new information to a profile as well as
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various gradual forgetting functions to progressively diminish the impact of old information
in the recommendations; further details can also be found in Montaner et al. [28].

2.2 Background in characterization of items and multimedia contents

The most important initiative in the characterization of multimedia contents is the MPEG-7
standard [26] that normalizes the description of elementary fragments and complete works,
regardless of formats and storing or transmission media. The standard provides descrip-
tors for low-level features of the audiovisual data (such as color, texture, motion, tempo or
pitch) that can be filled out automatically, and for high-level characteristics (like the semantic
interpretation of objects or situations) that require human annotation.

Interestingly for MiSPOT, MPEG-7 allows to extend the basic descriptors to yield data
types for domain-specific purposes. This feature opens the door to combine with metada-
ta standards devised explicitly for the IDTV field, like the TV-Anytime specifications [41]
that serve to characterize TV programs in terms of cast, genres, intended audiences, topics,
rights management, etc. Thinking in the t-commerce domain, it is also possible to incor-
porate metadata from products-and-services categorization standards, either cross-industry
(like UNSPSC2, eCl@ss3 and eOTD4) or industry-specific (e.g. the RosettaNet Technical
Dictionary5). Finally, there is place for metadata to characterize advertisements and i-spots,
for which there are no standards that we know of.

2.3 Background in personalization

Given a set of items, the goal of a personalization system is to identify the most suitable ones
according to the information stored in a user’s profile. The first systems merely looked at
demographic information to recommend items that had interested other users with similar
data. The results so obtained tend to be imprecise and fail to reflect changes of the user prefer-
ences over time (personal data are often stable for long periods). This problem was addressed
by content-based filtering that looks for items similar to others that gained the user’s interest
in the past [34,37]. This strategy is easy to adopt, but bears a problem of overspecialization:
the recommendations tend to be repetitive through considering that a user will always appre-
ciate the same kind of material. Furthermore, the minimal data available about new users
makes the first results highly inaccurate. To tackle these problems, the scientific community
came up with collaborative filtering that proceeds by evaluating not only the profile of the
target user but also those of users with similar interests (his/her neighbors) [25,42]. This
approach can solve the lack of diversity in the recommendations, but faces problems like the
sparsity when the number of items is high (which makes it hard to find users with similar
evaluations for the same items) or the treatment given to users whose preferences are dissim-
ilar to the majority. There exist hybrid approaches that attempt to neutralize the weaknesses
and combine the strengths of content-based and collaborative filtering, e.g. recommending
items similar to the ones listed in the user’s profile, but considering two items similar if the
users who show interest in the one tend to be interested in the other [6].

Regardless of the filtering strategy, it is noticeable that most of the personalization systems
to date (including the personalized advertising systems of [20,24,39]) have relied on syntactic

2 http://www.unspsc.org.
3 http://www.eclass-online.com.
4 http://www.eccma.org.
5 http://www.rosettanet.org.
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Fig. 4 The structure of an ontology

matching techniques that relate items by looking for common words in their attached meta-
data. Even though there exist plenty of different approaches, they all miss much knowledge
during the personalization process, since they are unable to reason about the meaning of the
metadata (for example, it is not possible to link items about “Golden Retriever” with items
about “Boxer”, as the two words are dissimilar). A syntactic approach is also a source of
overspecialization, because the recommendations so computed can only include items very
similar to those the users already know. To go one step beyond in personalization quality and
diversity, research is now focused on applying techniques from the Semantic Web that gain
insight into the meaning of words (so that, for example, “Golden Retriever” and “Boxer”
can be automatically recognized as two breeds of dogs, the latter having nothing to do with a
combat sport). The key here lies within the use of data structures called ontologies [38] that
describe and interrelate items and their attributes by means of class hierarchies and labeled
properties (see Fig. 4). The most popular language to build ontologies nowadays is OWL
(Web Ontology Language) [27].

2.4 Background in manipulation of multimedia contents

Manipulation of multimedia contents at viewing time has been traditionally limited by their
transmission as binary flows with hardly more structure than video frames or audio samples.
Thereby, the composition capabilities of the IDTV receivers could not go beyond overlaying
images with some color blending, mixing of audio tracks while controlling volume or fading
and other simple effects. These restrictions are bound to disappear with the consolidation
of MPEG-4 [11], a global standard for the creation, delivery and playback of interactive
multimedia contents for an unrestricted range of networks and media. MPEG-4 introduces
two remarkable novelties for the main features of the MiSPOT system, namely the dynamic
integration of advertising material within the TV programs, and the possibility to link the
advertisements with interactive commercials.

– On the one hand, the binary flow gives way to a language called BIFS (BInary Format
for Scenes) that can separate different objects in an audiovisual scene (people, furni-
ture, sound sources, etc.) and that allows to combine arbitrarily shaped video sequences,
recorded or synthetic audio tracks, 3D objects and text, among others. Besides, it is
possible to attach spatial, temporal and shape information to apply advanced effects of
illumination, warping, echo, pitch modulation and so on.
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– On the other hand, the standard includes a set of programming interfaces called MPEG-J
(MPEG-4 Java) that enables various forms of interaction with the objects defined in an
audiovisual scene at viewing time, from clicking on certain parts to altering properties of
the objects themselves. MPEG-J applications can be delivered along with the audiovisual
contents, and thus get programmatic access to the scene, network and receiver resources.

Many features of MPEG-4 are optional, so it is possible to define subsets for different
types of receivers, fitting a range of computational, representation and interaction capabili-
ties. Adaptability also embraces the communication networks from modem connections with
low transmission rates to broadcast networks with enormous bandwidth.

2.5 Background in IDTV platforms

In developing the IDTV technologies, several international organizations have ruled on the
characteristics of the broadcast infrastructure, the interactive applications and the receivers.
In what concerns the broadcast infrastructure, the most successful initiatives for domestic
receivers have been those proposed by the DVB consortium for terrestrial, cable and satellite
forms of transmission (DVB-T, DVB-C, and DVB-S, respectively). The range of possibil-
ities is somewhat wider for mobile devices with standards like DMB in South Korea and
DVB-H or MBMS in Europe and proprietary solutions like MediaFLO in the USA. In all
cases, the broadcast emissions are arranged in data structures called transport streams that
may multiplex live audiovisual contents (i.e. TV programs), application data and signaling
information. One point of interest for MiSPOT is that the application data are mounted on
carousels that enable the view of a filesystem by transmitting information repeatedly and
periodically just like the pages of Teletext.

As regards the interactive applications and the receivers, the possibilities for the domes-
tic market include open standards like MHP in Europe, OCAP in the USA or ARIB B.23
in Japan that define Java-based middleware layers to shield the applications from vendor-
specific hardware and return channels (xDSL, cable, etc.). These standards have so many
features in common that a broad initiative, called GEM [10], is underway to gather them into
a unique body. In contrast, there are not yet open standards for mobile devices, though it is
expected that the support provided by DVB-H for IP-based communications over 2G and 3G
networks will soon lead to the establishment of a GEM-like middleware.

A detailed report of the evolution of the IDTV technologies can be found in [29]. For the
purposes of this paper, it is worth noting that there already exist IDTV receivers in the market
that claim to support MPEG-4, but this is only true for the features that the standard absorbs
from previous technologies like MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. Notwithstanding, the object-oriented
approach and the advanced interaction capabilities of MPEG-4 have been demonstrated for
both domestic and mobile settings [8,17].

3 The MiSPOT system

Figure 5 depicts the architecture of the MiSPOT system, which spans over dedicated serv-
ers, the IDTV head-end and the viewer’s receiver. The figure represents an unidirectional
flow of information from the head-end to the receivers through a broadcast network, and a
bidirectional one between servers and receivers through an optional return channel.
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Fig. 5 Architecture of the MiSPOT system

The MiSPOT design was driven by two observations:

– On the one hand, IDTV receivers (either domestic or mobile) have very limited mem-
ory and computing power, clearly insufficient to run a personalization process based on
semantic reasoning. Although their capabilities may improve in the future, the expec-
tation is that IDTV receivers will remain much less powerful than personal computers,
since the market strives to keep them affordable for a vast majority of the population [9].

– On the other hand, there are plenty of situations in which the receivers have continuous
access to broadcast emissions, but only intermittent, sporadic or null access to a return
channel (e.g. due to high connection cost or lack of infrastructure) [40].

For these reasons, as shown in the flow diagram of Fig. 6, MiSPOT supports two different
procedures to carry out the complex processing tasks involved with personalization:

– In the server-side personalization procedure, the personalization tasks are entirely car-
ried out by dedicated servers, which may be powerful enough to apply complex reasoning
processes over huge amounts of data. This scheme is intended for scenarios with perma-
nently enabled return channels (e.g. with cable networks) and when the legal conditions
are met to store the viewers’ profiles in a centralized repository.

– In the receiver-side personalization procedure, the personalization tasks are performed
at the viewers’ terminals with some careful pre-processing in servers to provide them
with knowledge bases of a manageable size. All the information is delivered through the
broadcast networks, and there is no need to store any personal information remotely.

It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the two personalization procedures involve several common
tasks, possibly with different inputs and occurring at different places. All commonalities and
differences will be explained along the following sections that deal with the successive parts
of Fig. 6 from top to bottom.

3.1 Matching TV programs and advertising material

The concept of dynamic product placement starts out from the identification of elements
prepared to lodge advertising material within the TV programs. These elements, that we
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Fig. 6 Workflow of the MiSPOT system

Fig. 7 A 3D object as a hook

shall refer to as hooks, may vary from simple timestamps (e.g. to insert a selected tune when
an actor of a movie switches on his car radio) to plain areas and meshes (e.g. to render selected
logos over a billboard on a roadside) or arbitrarily shaped 3D objects as in Fig. 7.

The MiSPOT system relies on MPEG-7 metadata to characterize the hooks defined in
the TV programs and the advertising material available for any item. Given a TV program,
the first task in the operation of the system is to match the low-level features of its hooks
against each advertisement, considering questions of format (sound, still image, video, etc.)
and any requirements on background noise, minimum/maximum size on screen, aspect ratio,
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time of visibility, contrast and so on. This processing is common to the two personalization
procedures of Fig. 6 and always takes place in servers. As a result, we get a list of pos-
sible advertisements per hook, removing from subsequent phases the items that cannot be
effectively publicized within the TV program in question.

3.2 Quantifying the relevance of the advertising material

Clearly, not all the advertisements that match the format and low-level features of a hook
would make an effective product placement. As a first measure to ensure good targeting,
the MiSPOT system relies on the assumption that any TV program watched by a viewer is
related to his/her interests at the time (otherwise, he/she would not be watching it). Those
interests should be taken into account to decide what publicity to insert, so that, for instance,
a nature documentary is automatically recognized as a more propitious context to advertise
items related to animals or climate change than pop music compilations or do-it-yourself
home improvements.

According to this observation, the selection driven by low-level features (Sect. 3.1) is fol-
lowed by another one driven by higher-level aspects to measure the strength of the relations
between (i) the topics of the TV program in question, (ii) the context of the scene that contains
a given hook, (iii) the use/purpose of the items that may be advertised and (iv) the preferences
of the potential audiences of the program. To this aim, we apply a semantic similarity metric
over two sources of information:

– First, there is an OWL ontology that contains metadata from various standards: TV-
Anytime for TV programs, MPEG-7 for individual scenes, and eCl@ss6 for commercial
products and services. We built this ontology following the methodology of [15], in such
a way that the audiovisual scenes inherit and extend the characterization of the corre-
sponding programs, and the advertisements inherit and extend the characterization of the
corresponding items.

– Second, to characterize the preferences of potential audiences, we use a set of stereotypes
that quantify the interests of different groups of viewers by means of numerical indices
called DOIs (Degrees Of Interest) attached to specific items. DOIs take values in the
range [−1, 1], with −1 representing the greatest disliking and 1 representing the greatest
liking. These values propagate through the ontology as follows:

• The DOI of an attribute is taken as the average of the DOIs of the items it is linked to.
• Similarly, the DOIs of the most specific classes are computed as the average of the

DOIs of the items classified under them.
• Upwards in the hierarchy, each class C contributes to the DOI of its immediate super-

class with a value given by Eq. (1), where sib(C) is the number of sibling classes
of C.

DOI(C)

1 + sib(C)
(1)

In addition to DOI entries, the stereotypes may contain values for a list of demographic
features defined by TV-Anytime.

Our semantic similarity metric combines two different criteria, one considering the objec-
tive modeling of knowledge in the system ontology, and the other introducing the subjective
appreciations of stereotypical viewers:

6 We chose eCl@ss instead of other products-and-services categorization standards for the reasons of com-
pleteness, balance and maintenance discussed in [16].
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– Hierarchical similarity valuates the relation between an advertisement Adi and a scene
Sc by the conceptual proximity of their attributes. As explained by [12,23], the proximity
of two concepts a and b modeled in an ontology grows with the depth of their lowest
common ancestor (LCA) in a hierarchy of classes, relative to the depths of a and b.
Accordingly, let Na(Adi ) be the number of attributes of Adi , and a j be the j th of those
attributes. Likewise, let Na(Sc) be the number of attributes of Sc, bk being the kth one.
Our expression for hierarchical similarity is as follows:

SemSimHie(Adi , Sc) =
Na(Adi )∑

j=1

Na(Sc)∑

k=1

depth(LCA(a j , bk))

max(depth(a j ), depth(bk))
(2)

The depth of a node is given by the number of links traversed to reach the node from the
root node of a hierarchy. So, the proximity between two attributes is 0 if they do not have
a common ancestor other than a root class, and the same happens if they are not classified
in the same hierarchy (i.e. if they do not have a common ancestor).

– Inferential similarity valuates the relation between an advertisement Adi and a scene Sc
weighing their common attributes and sibling attributes (i.e. attributes that belong to the
same class in some hierarchy) by their respective levels of interest in a stereotype St j :

SemSimInf (Adi , Sc, St j ) =
∑CSA(Adi ,Sc)

k=1 δ(ak) · DOISt j (ak)

CSAmax(Adi , Sc)
(3)

Here, CSA(Adi , Sc) is the number of common or sibling attributes between Adi and Sc,
ak the kth of those attributes, DOISt j (ak) the degree of interest of ak in the stereotype
St j and CSAmax (Adi , Sc) is the maximum number of attributes that Adi and Sc could
share (i.e. the minimum between the number of attributes of Adi and that of Sc). Finally,
δ(ak) is a factor that gives some more weight to common attributes (1) than sibling ones
(0.85), because the former indicate a closer relationship.

The two notions of semantic similarity are finally normalized and combined by means of
a factor α ∈ [0, 1]:

SemSim(Adi , Sc, St j ) =(1 − α)
SemSimHie(Adi , Sc)

max∀k
(

SemSimHie(Adk, Sc)
)

+ α
SemSimInf (Adi , Sc, St j )

max∀k,l
(

SemSimInf (Adk, Sc, Stl)
) (4)

We use Eq. (4) to sort out the advertisements that may fit in a given scene by decreasing
relevance in terms of semantics and interest for the potential audiences. This can be done
offline as soon as the TV schedule is known with no pressing time requirements. The resulting
ordered list serves different purposes in the server-side and the receiver-side personalization
procedures:

– In the server-side scheme, the ordered list allows to begin the computations of subsequent
stages of the personalization process with advertisements that are likely to be effective,
just in case it were necessary to return suboptimal results for lack of time. Obviously, it
would be unfeasible to identify offline the most suitable advertisement for each viewer
in each hook of each possible TV program.

– In the receiver-side scheme, since it is not possible to broadcast all the advertisements at
the same time, the ordered list allows to deliver only the ones that are potentially most
interesting for the expected audiences. As we shall explain in Sect. 3.3, the closer an
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advertisement is to the beginning of the list, the greater the possibility that it will be
broadcast.

3.3 Pruning ontologies and stereotypes

In the receiver-side personalization scheme, it is a major concern that the receivers cannot
process a massive ontology of TV programs, audiovisual scenes, items and advertisements.
In response to that, following the semantic similarity computations of Sect. 3.2, the MiSPOT
system runs a pruning procedure to cut off metadata and leave only the most relevant con-
cepts. As a result, we get partial ontologies of a manageable size, plus partial stereotypes
to support the final filtering. These data are broadcasted along with the TV programs, the
corresponding advertisements and the i-spots that may be linked to them.

The pruning of the ontology with regard to a scene Sc is based on relevance values given
by Eq. (5) for advertisements and by Eq. (6) for attributes. These values propagate upwards
in the hierarchies, so that each class is given a relevance equal to the maximum among its
descendants.

Rel(Adi , Sc) = max∀ j
(

SemSim(Adi , Sc, St j )
)

(5)

Rel(a, Sc) =
∑NA(a)

j=1 max∀k
(

SemSim(Ad j , Sc, Stk)
)

NA(a)
(6)

Intuitively, the relevance of an advertisement Adi equals the highest value of semantic
similarity computed for it over the set of stereotypes. The relevance of an attribute a is the
average of the maximum values of semantic similarity computed for the advertisements it is
linked to (the number of such advertisements is represented by NA(a) in Eq. (6), Ad j being
the j th one). The only exception is that the attributes of the scene Sc are always given a
relevance value of 1 to ensure that the receivers will be able to reason properly about the
context in which advertising will take place.

Once we have computed relevance values, the decision of what information to include in
the partial ontologies and stereotypes is up to the planning module of the IDTV head-end
(see Fig. 5), considering two limiting conditions:

– First, there is a question of loading times due to the fact that the information mounted on
a carousel may be accessed with noticeable latencies that grow directly with the amount
of information transmitted.7

– Second, there is a question of computational cost related to the size of the partial ontologies
that can be handled by the IDTV receivers to produce timely personalized recommenda-
tions.

The planning module takes these factors into account to decide the minimum relevance
for an advertisement to be transmitted, and for a node to be included in a partial ontology,
respectively. The stereotypes are pruned by removing any DOI entries entirely related to
discarded attributes and classes.

Apart from the pruning of the ontology and the stereotypes, the planning module is also
concerned with deciding which i-spots to deliver through broadcast. To this aim, it proceeds
just like with the advertisements, measuring the relevance of an i-spot as the average rele-
vance of its attributes (which represent the item features that the i-spot deals with). This is
expressed in Eq. (7), where Na(Isi ) denotes the number of attributes of the i-spot Isi , and
a j is the j th of those attributes.

7 For example, a carousel holding 4 MBytes of data, transmitted at 1024 Kbps, takes 32 s to complete a cycle;
so, it may take more than half a minute to load a given piece of information.
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Rel(Isi , Sc) =
∑Na(Isi )

j=1 Rel(a j , Sc)

Na(Isi )
(7)

3.4 Filtering for individual viewers

The personalization logic finishes with a filtering procedure that matches advertisements
against the profile of each individual viewer to decide what items will be publicized during
the TV programs and what i-spots will be linked to the inserted advertisements. To this aim,
the MiSPOT system incorporates algorithms we had presented in Blanco-Fernández et al. [3]
to support the two main strategies in the literature (Sect. 2.3): content-based filtering, to rec-
ommend items similar to others that the viewer liked in the past, and collaborative filtering, to
recommend items that have interested other viewers with similar profiles (neighbors). Even
though the algorithms are the same, there are several significant differences here between
the server-side and the receiver-side personalization procedures:

– In the server-side scheme, the algorithms run in dedicated servers over a complete ontol-
ogy of TV programs, audiovisual scenes, items and advertisements. In the receiver-side
scheme, the algorithms run in the viewers’ receivers over partial ontologies delivered
through broadcast.

– In the server-side scheme, the collaborative filtering strategy looks for a viewer’s neigh-
bors in a centralized repository of viewer profiles. In contrast, the receiver-side scheme
proceeds with the partial stereotypes delivered through broadcast (the profiles of real
viewers are kept in their own receivers). This pseudo-collaborative approach still helps
overcome the problem of overspecialization that is typical of content-based strategies.

The viewer profiles have the same structure as the stereotypes (Sect. 3.2), i.e. DOI entries
rating the viewer’s interest in specific TV programs and items, plus demographic information.
Knowing this, the two filtering strategies proceed as follows:

– The content-based strategy proceeds by averaging the levels of semantic similarity
between every available advertisement and the advertisements of items rated in the
viewer’s profile weighed by their respective DOIs. This is expressed in Eq. (8) that returns
the level of matching between an advertisement Ad and a viewer profile V (NV is the
number of advertisements rated in V , and Ad j refers to the j th one):

Match(Ad, V) =
∑NV

j=1 SemSim(Ad, Ad j , V) · DOIV (Ad j )

NV
(8)

– The (pseudo-)collaborative strategy starts out by delimiting the neighborhood of the tar-
get viewer. To this aim, we compute a correlation value with two components: the first
one (denoted by corrdemo(P, V)) matches the demographic data of the viewer’s profile V
and those of each profile/partial stereotype P , while the second (corrpref (P, V)) does so
with the viewing and consumption preferences captured in the DOIs:

corr(P, V) = (1 − β) · corrdemo(P, V) + β · corrpref (P, V) (9)

To calculate corrdemo(P, V), we first obtain a vector with one component per demo-
graphic feature considered, giving it a value between 0 and 1 depending on the matching
between the values that the feature takes in P and in V . The procedure varies with the
type of feature. For example, age takes values between (≤5) and (≥80), so a difference
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of more than 75 years between the ages of P and V yields a value 0 in the vector, whereas
coinciding values yield 1 and all other possibilities get intermediate values. In contrast,
with features like gender or marital status, we get 1 if the values in P and V coincide,
and 0 if they do not. The value of corrdemo(P, V) results from dividing the modulus of the
vector so computed (vdemo(P, V)) by the modulus of a vector of the same length with all
of its components equal to 1 (the maximum matching), and then normalizing to a value
between −1 and 1. If Ndemo is the number of demographic features, this is expressed as
follows:

corrdemo(P, V) = 2

√∑Ndemo
i=1 vdemo(P, V)[i]2

√
Ndemo

− 1 (10)

As regards the correlation driven by viewing and consumption preferences, we first create
a rating vector for the target viewer with the DOIs of the item classes most appealing or
most unappealing to him/her (identified by DOIs close to 1 and −1, respectively). Next,
we look for the profiles/partial stereotypes that contain DOIs for at least 70% of those
classes, and create their respective rating vectors. Finally, we compute the Pearson-r cor-
relation between the rating vector of each profile/partial stereotype P (vpref (P)) and the
viewer’s vector (vpref (V)) by Eq. (11), where Npref denotes the length of both vectors:

corrpref (P, V) =
∑Npref

i=1 vpref (P)[i] · vpref (V)[i]
√∑Npref

j=1 (vpref (P)[ j])2 · ∑Npref
k=1 (vpref (V)[k])2

(11)

The viewer’s neighborhood is formed by the M profiles/partial stereotypes that yield val-
ues greater than a given threshold γ in Eq. (9). Once the neighbors have been identified,
we can predict the level of interest of the viewer in an advertisement Ad using Eq. (12),
where Pk denotes the profile/partial stereotype of the kth neighbor and δ(Pk) is a factor
whose value depends on whether Ad appears rated in Pk or not: if it does, we use the
corresponding DOI; else we resort to the level of matching between the item and the
neighbor as per Eq. (8):

Pred(Ad, V) =
∑M

k=1 δ(Pk) · corr(Pk, V)

M
(12)

δ(Pk) =
{

DOIPk (Ad) if Ad appears rated in Pk

Match(Ad, Pk) otherwise

Intuitively, the interest value predicted for Ad is greater when the corresponding item is
very appealing to the selected neighbors and these are strongly correlated with V .

The advertisement that will finally be placed in a given hook is the one that achieves the
greatest value when combining the outcomes of the two filtering strategies as per Eq. (13),
where ρ is a factor in the range [0, 1]:

AdValue(Ad, V) = (1 − ρ) · Match(Ad, V) + ρ · Pred(Ad, V) (13)

If there are several i-spots available for the selected item, the system chooses only one by
the average relevance of the features they deal with. Just like in Eq. (7), let Na(Isi ) be the
number of attributes of the i-spot Isi , and a j the j th of those attributes. Let NA(a j ) the num-
ber of advertisements that have a j as an attribute, Adk being the kth one. Then, the relevance
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Fig. 8 Situation of the MPEG-4
processor

of an i-spot with regard to a viewer’s profile V is given by Eq. (14):

Rel(Isi , Sc, V) = 1

Na(Isi )

Na(Isi )∑

j=1

1

NA(a j )

NA(a j )∑

k=1

SemSim(Adk, Sc, V) (14)

3.5 Viewing-time composition of advertisements and TV programs

Once the personalization mechanisms have selected certain advertisements and i-spots, it is
time for a module called the MPEG-4 processor to integrate them with the corresponding
scenes of the TV programs. As shown in Fig. 8, we have built this module as a resident appli-
cation that manipulates the BIFS code of the different hooks using the MPEG-J APIs. The
actual composition and rendering are left for the hardware resources of the IDTV receiver.

In what concerns the launching of i-spots, the MPEG-4 processor inserts sensor elements
and some simple logic in the BIFS code to link with the Java APIs of the receiver’s middleware
(specifically, with JavaTV). The interaction possibilities envisaged include the following:

– When using a domestic receiver, the viewer can use the arrow buttons of the remote con-
trol to highlight one advertisement, and then press the OK button to flag the associated
i-spot.

– When using a mobile receiver equipped with a touch screen, the viewer can click directly
on an advertisement using a stylus.

– The i-spots linked to audio-only advertisements can be flagged by pressing OK when no
visual advertisement is highlighted, or by clicking over any ad-free region of the screen.

– Optionally, at the end of the TV programs, the viewer may be faced with a menu listing
the items or brands that have been advertised to him/her, in such a way that selecting one
option would flag the corresponding i-spot.

Whichever the flagging method, the i-spots can be started immediately, or marked to be
executed later (most commonly, when the current program finishes). In the former case, if
the receiver allows operation as a PVR, it is even possible to do time shift, i.e. to pause the
programs while the viewer explores the i-spot, and then resume the viewing.

3.6 Gathering feedback

In the MiSPOT architecture (Fig. 5), the Feedback agent is the module in charge of updating
the viewer’s profile over time. The agent considers implicit and explicit forms of relevance
feedback to add DOI entries for new items and to recompute the DOIs of existing ones.
On the one hand, the implicit form gathers information from whether the viewer browses
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the advertisements inserted in the TV programs, whether he/she launches i-spots, how long
he/she takes to learn about the items, whether he/she decides to buy or hire online, etc. On
the other, the explicit form relies on questionnaires that may ask the viewer to rate certain
items or to indicate topics of interest. As regards gradual forgetting, we have implemented a
sliding window algorithm to discard aged DOI entries.

In the server-based personalization procedure, the feedback agent also acts as a centralized
point for communication with the servers, providing them with the context information that
indicates what the viewer is watching, retrieving filtering results and downloading advertising
material on demand. For the first task, to increase the likelihood that the recommendations
will arrive in time, the agent issues pieces of context information as soon as the viewer has
been watching a given TV program for a few seconds (just to filter out zapping), labeling
each piece with an expected deadline.

4 A sample scenario

To illustrate the reasoning and the functionalities enabled by the MiSPOT system, we shall
consider the case of a TV viewer whose profile indicates, among other facts, that she has two
children and a middle-income economy, that she usually watches programs devoted to cars
and nature, and that she is not at all interested in computers or sports. This viewer is cur-
rently watching a movie at home with her set-top box permanently connected to the Internet
through a cable network. The cable TV provider has opted to deliver publicity following the
server-side personalization procedure of MiSPOT with its repository of advertising material
containing logos, videos and i-spots for the following items:

– Electronic devices such as DVD and MP3 players.
– A range of cars, including a microcar, a minivan and a roadster.
– Tourism establishments, including golf resorts, spa clubs and rural houses.

Assume that, as shown in the top-left corner of Fig. 9, the current scene of the movie is set
in a noisy city street, and that the producers have identified the banner on the bus as a suitable
hook to render static images with an aspect ratio nearing 4:1. As the first step in the MiSPOT
operation, the low-level matching of Sect. 3.1 discards audio and video advertisements, as
well as non-fitting static images. Then, the semantic similarity metric of Sect. 3.2 identifies
the cars as the most suitable items to advertise within this scene followed by the electronic
devices and, to a much lesser degree, the tourism establishments. Specifically, Eq. (2) yields
a high value of hierarchical similarity for the cars due to their conceptual proximity to buses,
and to the fact that cars are commonly found in city streets. The intermediate relevance of
the electronic devices arises from the fact that consumer electronics is most popular among
people who live in cities. The tourism establishments receive low valuations because their
semantic characterization makes them more suitable for relaxing scenes.

When it comes to reasoning about the viewer’s profile, the demographic filtering mech-
anisms rule out the microcar (because there is no place in it for two children) and the road-
ster (because, in addition to the lack of space, it is found too expensive). The electronic
devices receive a low valuation from the content-based and collaborative filtering expres-
sions (Eqs. (8) and (12)) because of their close relation to computers, which the viewer
dislikes. Assuming that the values computed by Eq. (13) for the tourism establishments are
not high enough—they could be high from Eq. (12) if many of the viewer’s neighbors had
rated the establishments very positively—the system ends up selecting the minivan, whose
logo is finally rendered within the hook as shown in the bottom-right corner of Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 Warping the minivan logo over a bus

Fig. 10 An i-spot describing the technical features of the minivan

Now assume that there are two i-spots describing the minivan: the first one focusing on
aspects of its cabin and styling, and the second dealing with the technical data of its mechanics
and equipment. Since the data stored in her profile shows that the viewer watches programs
about cars quite frequently, Eq. (14) leads to inferring that she will understand the details
of the second i-spot. Therefore, if the viewer presses the OK button of the remote control
to learn more about the minivan, she will initiate an interactive application where she can
browse its technical features, and that she can use to arrange a meeting with the closest car
dealer for a driving test (see Fig. 10).

As the movie goes on, it enters a scene in which the actors enjoy a relaxing situation in
a living room, watching a TV screen that has been defined as a hook for video clips with
a minimum length of 30 s. In this case, the semantic similarity metric identifies the tour-
ism establishments as the most suitable items to advertise. The rural houses take preference
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Fig. 11 Warping a sample video over a TV screen

Fig. 12 An i-spot describing the selected rural house

because of the viewer’s fondness for nature (more closely related to rural houses than to
spa clubs) and her negative opinion of sports (which impinges heavily on the golf resorts).
Thereby, the system decides to render a video about rural tourism over the TV screen (see
Fig. 11) and plays the corresponding audio.

Assuming there are several i-spots available about different rural houses, Eq. (14) returns
greater values for the ones that offer facilities for children. In this case, the i-spot linked to the
video (shown in Fig. 12) provides the viewer with information about the rooms, the cookery
and the surroundings of the selected house, and even allows to book a room for her holidays.
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5 Preliminary experiences

We have made preliminary experiments in laboratory to assess the interest and viability of
the MiSPOT system in practice, testing (i) the server-side personalization scheme, (ii) the
receiver-side scheme over domestic IDTV receivers and (iii) the receiver-side scheme over
mobile TV receivers. Next, we describe the technical settings of the experiments followed
by the evaluation methodology and results.

5.1 Technical settings

Due to the yet incipient development of IDTV receivers with MPEG-4 capabilities, we built a
prototype one that follows the essentials of the GEM architecture though including enhance-
ments proposed in [17] for MPEG-4 support. Our implementation (used in the two examples
of Sect. 4) supported only audio and 2D composition features, following the Complete 2-D
Graphics profile of the MPEG-4 Systems specification. We resorted to the open-source tools
of the GPAC project [14], introducing our own means for 2D-mesh texture mapping and
support for the MPEG-J APIs. This could readily operate with little more than the computa-
tional power of the current IDTV receivers. Indeed, a processor speed of 166 MHz and 64
MBytes of RAM memory—which can be considered standard for domestic receivers now-
adays—achieved 15.8 frames per second when blending the video of the rural house with a
global resolution of 720 × 576 pixels (the video resolution in the MHP standard). Likewise,
considering the typical numbers of mobile receivers, 66 MHz and 16 MBytes achieved 11.7
frames per second at 352 × 288 pixels (CIF resolution, supported in DVB-H).8

Apart from the MPEG-4 features, all the code for the receiver-side modules of MiSPOT
was written using the Java APIs provided by MHP—specifically, the filtering mechanisms
were adapted from the implementation of the AVATAR recommender system of
Blanco-Fernández et al. [4]. For the broadcasting infrastructure, we implemented the plan-
ning module in C++, and simulated DVB-T networks with a bit rate of 256 Kbps for carousels
in domestic IDTV settings, and 64 Kbps in mobile ones. As return channels for the server-
side personalization scheme, we considered 56 Kbps dial-up connections or (simulated) 14.4
Kbps GSM ones. Finally, we deployed one server over a 2.0 GHz, 4,096 MBytes RAM
machine, with all the MiSPOT modules implemented in Java.

Our experiments involved episodes of two TV series, in which we defined a minimum
of 10 hooks using a tool of our own. The ontology stored in the server had a size of more
than 20,000 nodes, while the partial ontologies were limited to 1,000 and 400 nodes for the
domestic and mobile settings, respectively—these sizes yield an average time of 7 s for the
receivers to compute recommendations. Finally, we made a collection of advertisements with
material from the Internet, and implemented a number of naïve i-spots that would merely
provide URL links to the advertisers’ web sites.

5.2 Evaluation methodology and results

Within the aforementioned settings, we conducted experiments to assess the personalization
quality achieved by the MiSPOT system in terms of precision (% of advertised items that the
viewers rate positively), recall (% of interesting items advertised) and overall perception of

8 Also on top of GPAC, we developed a second prototype with 3D composition features, incorporating most
of the X3D Core profile of MPEG-4 Systems. This implementation turned out to be significantly costlier:
we estimated that processor speed should be at least 1.2 GHz to ensure real-time operation over domestic
receivers, and at least 300 MHz over mobile ones.
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Fig. 13 Experimental results: precision and recall

the personalization service. The experiments involved 60 viewers recruited among our grad-
uate/undergraduate students and their relatives or friends. They made up a diverse audience
with disparate demographic data and educational backgrounds; there were nearly as many
men as women (54 vs. 46%) with ages ranging from 12 to 55 years old.

Prior to making any recommendations, we defined a set of 15 stereotypes by clustering
the viewer profiles that had built up during previous experiments with the AVATAR recom-
mender system [31]. Specifically, 14 clusters contained the profiles that had comparatively
high (close to 1) or low (close to −1) DOIs for items classified under Sports, Nature, Tech-
nology, Science, Health, Culture or Traveling. One final cluster gathered the profiles that did
not meet any of those conditions. From each cluster, one stereotype was computed by aver-
aging the DOIs of the profiles they contained and propagating them as explained in Sect. 3.2.
Having done this, we asked each viewer to rate his/her interest in topics related to Sports,
Nature, Technology, Science, Health, Culture and Traveling with a number between 0 and 9,
and their individual profiles were then initialized by weighing the DOIs of the corresponding
stereotypes. Those profiles were stored in the server’s repository, together with 20 profiles
previously elaborated by members of our research group.

The viewers interacted with our prototype system during at least 8 h over a period of
3 months. That time was distributed so that each viewer would receive more or less the same
number of recommendations from (i) the server-side personalization scheme, (ii) the receiver-
side scheme in domestic settings and (iii) the receiver-side scheme in mobile settings. After
each session, the viewers were faced with a list of the items that had been advertised to them,
which they had to rate between 0 and 9. At the end, we collected the log files and analyzed
the data, getting to the precision and recall charts of Fig. 13:

– For the estimation of precision, we divided the number of advertisements that the viewers
had liked (i.e. rated greater than 5) by the number of advertisements recommended to
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Table 1 Experimental results: viewers’ opinions

Very positive (%) Positive (%) Neutral (%) Negative (%)

Opinion about the personalized offerings 29 39 23 9

Opinion about the advertising model 36 31 18 15

Interest in the i-spot concept 15 28 42 15

them. As a result, we got a value nearing 72% for the server-side personalization scheme,
which is 10% and 23% higher than the values achieved by the receiver-side scheme in
domestic and mobile settings, respectively. The lower performance of the receiver-side
scheme is due to the fact that the partial ontologies do not always include all the attributes
that may relate different items, so the semantic similarity metric becomes somewhat less
effective (the smaller the ontologies, the worse). Also, there is an issue with viewers who
happen not to be adequately represented by any of the stereotypes, implying that the
advertisements most suited to their preferences are not included in the broadcast emis-
sions. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the 47% we achieve in the worst case remains
much greater than the precision of syntactic approaches to receiver-side personalization
in DTV (e.g. in [31] we had measured the approach of [13] to reach barely above 20%).

– For the estimation of recall, we examined the logs of 17 viewers who had previously
agreed to classify the available items as potentially interesting or potentially uninter-
esting, and measured the percentage of the former that were ever advertised to them
(obviously, on a per-viewer basis).9 The values represented in Fig. 13 are not meaningful
in absolute terms: 30% in the best case may seem a very low recall, but this is because we
do not provide the viewers with a list of potentially interesting items per hook, but rather
only one. The important point is the significant difference between the values achieved
by server-side scheme and the receiver-based ones. The lower recall of the latter is due
to the fact that, in the absence of return channels, the viewers can only be faced with
advertisements delivered through broadcast, which hardly ever include all the material of
interest for any given individual.

It is worth noting that the reductions in precision and recall in the receiver-side per-
sonalization scheme can be tuned by modifying parameters like the bandwidth available to
carousels and the limit size of the partial ontologies, which directly affect loading times and
the computational cost of the recommendations, respectively.

In order to appraise the viewers’ perceptions, we ran a poll offline asking them to rate
the personalization service, the new advertising model of dynamic product placement and
the interest of enhancing the traditional TV publicity with interactive commercial function-
alities. The results are shown in Table 1. To begin with, it is noticeable that the viewers’
satisfaction with the personalized offerings was quite high with 68% of the viewers rating
the experience positively or very positively. Many of the test subjects noticed that the qual-
ity of the recommendations increased as they interacted with the system (obviously, thanks
to the relevance feedback), but they agreed that the targeting of the publicity was not any
worse than usual even during the first sessions. In what concerns the advertising model, the
viewers’ appreciation was just as good with 67% of positive or very positive ratings. Here,

9 A posteriori, we could check that the ratings given by the viewers to items they had classified as poten-
tially appealing were lower than 5 only in 8% of the cases, which undoubtedly supports the validity of our
estimations.
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almost 15% of the viewers considered the product placements a nuisance, but this was often
due to cases in which the integration of the advertisements within the TV programs was not
always as smooth as desired (a question of technical refinements). Finally, the reception of
the i-spot concept was not enthusiastic, since more than 57% of the test subjects expressed
neutral or negative opinions. We found three reasons for this: (i) the set of applications we
developed failed to show the real possibilities of the proposal; (ii) some viewers found it
difficult to launch i-spots with the proposed interaction models, except for the menus at the
end of the programs and (iii) many viewers do not yet think of using the TV receivers for
anything else than TV watching. The first one is not a problem, and the others should van-
ish as soon as interactive applications become the rule and not the exception in the IDTV
scenario [7].

6 Impact and viability

Taken as a complement to the current publicity techniques, the MiSPOT advertising model
has the potential to benefit all the stakeholders involved in the IDTV publicity business:

– Thanks to the personalization and interaction features, the IDTV providers will be able
to offer a more effective advertising medium, sustaining the traditional main source of
income for in-home television and opening new forms of making money in the area of
mobile devices. The MiSPOT architecture is flexible enough to support diverse deploy-
ments, fitting different network types, availability requirements and receiver capabilities.
Likewise, it is possible to switch between the server-side and the receiver-side personal-
ization procedures to meet legal aspects such as the necessary levels of viewer’s consent,
the limits to the exchange and aggregation of data from different sources, the limits to
granting access to third parties or to trade information, etc.10

– The advertisers will be provided with better means to reach consumers potentially inter-
ested in their products or services with possibilities to trade directly through the TV. The
charging mechanisms may combine different measures of visibility, such as the actual
number of advertisement insertions or the number of i-spot launches. With the server-side
personalization scheme, such measures can be collected from the material downloaded
on demand, whereas the receiver-side scheme must rely on the same kind of audience
studies that drive charging mechanisms nowadays (statistical analyses of data gathered
from a representative sample of viewers, provided with specialized receiver equipment).
Interestingly for both approaches, it would be easy to modify the personalization logic
presented in Sects. 3.2–3.4 so as to consider not only semantics and viewer preferences
but also the advertisers’ investment and interest for specific programs, specific groups of
viewers or specific time frames.

– The viewers will enjoy a better TV experience, watching the programs they choose without
(or, at least, with fewer) breaks or invasions of the screen due to advertisement insertions.
In pay-per-view scenarios, it would be possible to tailor the amount of publicity deliv-
ered to the cost of the fee. In any case, the personalization features make it likely that
the viewers will start to regard publicity as a valuable information service instead of a
nuisance.

– Finally, content creators will find an important added value in the possibility of preparing
the material they produce for viewing-time integration with different pieces of advertis-
ing, thus overcoming the limitations of traditional product placement in terms of temporal

10 In-depth details about the legal context for personalization can be found in [35,45].
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and spatial locality (remember Sect. 1). In principle, the definition and characterization
of hooks and scenes appears as a manual task, but it can be supported by a wealth of
solutions for the automatic recognition of low-level and high-level features in images
(see [2,33]). This is true even for live events in controlled scenarios; for example, during
sports games, it is already possible to automatically identify the billboards laid around the
field just by knowing the position and movements of the cameras [43], or by recognizing
the pitch lines [44].

Obviously, deploying the MiSPOT approach requires to update the production and broad-
casting chains according to the MPEG-4, TV-Anytime and MPEG-7 standards. However,
this seems to be the industry’s next step anyway, due to well-known advantages of improving
the use of bandwidth, suiting a wide range of consumer devices, enabling better electronic
programming guides, etc. Especially because of the MPEG-4 processing features, MiSPOT
also requires more expensive receivers than the ones available nowadays, but the possibility
to increase the revenues of publicity may well take advertisers and content creators to bear
part of the expenses. Even forgetting about MPEG-4 in a preliminary stage, the personaliza-
tion logic and architectural solutions presented in this paper could be readily used to improve
the targeting of the current advertising techniques.

7 Conclusions and future work

Numerous market studies point out a significant drop in the effectiveness of the advertis-
ing practices currently employed on TV, suggesting that publicity needs to be reinvented
in the years to come. The MiSPOT system described in this paper proposes a complement
to the current techniques, that bets on personalization as the only means to achieve better
targeting, and that exploits recent advances in multimedia to render the advertisements in a
way that does not interfere with what the viewers are watching. MiSPOT introduces novel
engineering solutions (like the existence of local and remote personalization engines, and
the management of partial ontologies at the receivers’ side) that serve to cater for the pecu-
liarities of the Interactive Digital TV medium, and for which there are no precedents in the
literature.

Our in-lab experiments have shown that the MiSPOT approach is technically feasible,
and its preliminary assessment with end users has been very positive—even though we
have not fully realized some of its concepts. In order to strengthen these conclusions, we
plan to initiate specific tests to evaluate the effectiveness of the personalization logic with
more users, in real settings and over a longer time scale. To this aim, we have reached an
agreement with a regional telecommunications provider to deliver personalized advertise-
ments (by the classical invasive techniques, not product placement) and i-spots over its cable
networks. This way, we expect to gather data from nearly 200 viewers over a period of
3–5 months.

On the more theoretical side, we are currently doing research on mechanisms to help
manage the set of stereotypes used to quantify the relevance of the advertising material and
to make recommendations by the pseudo-collaborative filtering approach. The problem with
the stereotypes is that they are difficult to obtain, and also difficult to keep up-to-date with
regard to the new audiovisual contents, products and services that appear every day. Inspired
by the work presented in [19], our goal is to develop analysis and visualization tools to
evolve stereotypes from the relevance feedback gathered from individual viewers, supporting
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decisions on when to introduce a new stereotype, when to merge existing ones, when to split
one stereotype into several specialized versions, etc.
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